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1. Enclosed is a verbatim translation of an article from
the SECRET Collection of Articles of the Journal "Military
Thought" published by the Ministry of Defense, USSR, and
distributed down to the level of division commander.
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material.
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.utilization of any part of this document in any other fors
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USSR

MILITARY THCMHT (SECRET): "The Use of
Minor Automation and Mechanization
Equipment . in TroOp Control", by
Colonel G. Grigotyants

: August 1961

: Documentary

: A reliable source (B).

Following is a.verbatim translation of an article
entitled "The Use of Minor Automation and Mechanization
Equipment in Troop Control", which was wriv,en by Colonel
G. Grigoryants.

This article appeared in Issue 5 (60; of 1961 of
a special version of the Soviet journal Military Thought 
which is classified SECRET by the Soviets and is pub-
216Led irregularl y, 'Issue 5 (60) was sent to Dress on
25 A,,gust. 19C.

	 I Military Thought is published by
the USSR Ministry of .Defense in three versions, classified
RESTRICTED, SECRET, and TOP SECRET. The RESTRICTED version
has been issued monthly since 1937, while the other two
versions are issued irregularly. The TOP SECRET version
was initiated in early 1960. By the end of 1961, 61 issues
of the SECRET version had been published, 6 of them during
1961.
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COMMENT ON A PREVIOUS ARTICLE

Tht Use of Mi:cr Lutomation and MechaL:zatiOn

Equ!pment in Troop Control 

by

Coluntl G.'Grigoryants

(Results of a Military-Scientific Conference)

In June of this year, a maitary-scientific con-
ference was held in the Military Academy i/n M. V. Frunze.
This conference was devoted to the results of a .test
exercise in trtsop control on a corps-division-regiment

• level, usin6 new minor automation, mecizeion and
communication equipment.

The effectivcriess of about 40 different mew of
control wre,..eval ..z.:teU at the conference, from the
simplcst devices , facilitating	 w.;:t bj taff officers
to electrcnic compt;,:e:::, for tiw a .:tomation of fir
control pres:A , 	t;:oop..

Since the tffecliveness in th .: use of automation
and mechanization equipment largely depends on the
organization of control .points, considerable atten-
tion was paid to this problem. The opinion was expressed
that InthuixiAlar, organization of corps and divisior.
control points (PKP, KP and TPU) then: is a limit to
the role of command posts, at which a large part . of the
personnel of the staff and the bulk of the means of
control are located, since in practice troop control
is not carried out from them. .Chiefs of staff at
command pOsts . become recorders of events ) and do not
actively assist commanders in directing troops. At •
the size time, the commanders Of large units who are
at the PKP with a small group Of officers and with lessi
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powerful means of utontrol than at Uspare unable to cope
wit': their tasks in the complex conditions of modern

Therefore it was not by chance that alleommanders
and chiefs of' staff who spoke at the. conference said
that they neede ,i to be together and at the main command
post. If the commander must go to some battle area,
he can do so by usihg a BTR-50pu command and staff
vehicle or a helicopter and keep a small operational
. group with him. In this case, he will control the
troops not so Much directly as through his staff (0)
with whose help he receives necessary. information,
aseighs tasks to th troops, and controls the execution
of these taskz.

The obvious conclusion is that the organization of
a PliP does not justify itself. It is more advisable to
have an alternate command post, commbnded by the deputy
commander of the large unit,who must be in constant
readiness to take over the direction of troops:

There was also discussion of the problem of selecting
the type of vehicle' which coulu be used as e mobile control
post.	 u	 der.,:e of roadability and protection
frcr% enemy fire, additor..et requirtnts were demanded of
them. It is necessary that these vehicles be able to
accoMmoBite all the necessary technical means of control
and Contain the essential facilities for the work of the
commander and staff officers. The fact that mobile
control posts are, on 	 onehami, command and staff BTR-50pu
tracked vehicles that can leave the roads and, on the
other hand, wheeled vehicles that are restricted to the
roads, necessarily causes conttol 'posts to be broken up
during a move. At the same time, because of the over-
loading of ICR-50pu command and staff .Vehicles with
personnel and radio , sets, , the bulk of the new minor auto-
mation, mechanization and communications equipment is on
wheeled vehicles in the command post column, and, in fact,
is not use by the command .sr. It was assumed that tracked
and wheeled vehicles would be combined only in areas where

OEM.
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control posts made brief halts, which did not always
occur in the exercise but brill be an even more difficult •
matte- under actual conditions of a rapidly changing
situation.

Ot., proposal for eliminat! ing this shortcoming
was to set up mobile control points on tracked vehicles
only, bu# this did not receive general azceptance.
Taking into account that road Conditions in the most
probable western theater of operations permit control
elements to move compactly along single routes, the
mixed nature of transport will not be a hindrance.
Moreover, the availability of wheeled vehicles for
commanders saves them from the need of being constantly
in armored carriers, which is extremely tiring and
wh:ch can lead to a loss in efficiency on long moves.
It Was acknowledged that mobile control points needed
tracked vehicles only for conducting operations in
northern and desert .areas.

The conference considered the question of the
advisability of using the new EsTR:.60p wheeled, armored
carrier as a command and staff vehicle,since it,is more
cupac!ous and bad s number of other advantages. How-
ever, it was not possible to make any kind of definitive
conclusion about this on the basis of one exercise.

in analyzing the effectiveness of the minor auto-
mation, mechanization and communicatibne equipment, the
'following preliminary conclusions were reached.

The use of .secrecy devices at the tactical level of
control, particularly for telephone conversations, greatly
increases the efficiency of the work of commanders and
staffs as there is no need for any coding, which, apart:
from the unproductive expenditure of time', is usually
accompanied by a large number of mistakes in the infor-
mation transmitted. However, the secrecy device used in
the exercise requires wire or radio-relay, i.e., duplex,
channels of communicationsoitich is far from always
possible an .a tactical level of control.' Therefore it
was recommended that, for the Immediate future, use be
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made of a seareey device for telephone conversations
which can work on any .channel of communicatkns and enable
convermtions to be held while moving.

A favcrable appratsal was given an information 
device which is capal,le of high speed transmission of
information on sav channel of communicatlas at the
division-rcgimeet level. To transmit commands, orders
or messagee, a standardized form is filled in with a
Pencil, inserted into the intake system, and transmission
to the correspondent effected in 0.7 seconds. At the
receiving end the transmitted message is presented on
an illuminated panel in numeral iorm, and intersection
on a similar form permits the contents of the message
to be read quickly. A combat order of axerage length
is transmitted on 10 to 1 forms in not more than 10
to 15 minutes. It is interesting to note that on the
channels of communicatkra used by this device, conver-
satione and other types of transmissions can be carried
on at the same time, which considerably increases effici-
ency in the use of communicatims equipment.

The information device can also be employed at the
operational level of control wher secrecy is required,
which is quite feasible t,,c1,rically.

Experience in the employment of television as a
means of observing the field of lattle has shown that
in a number of respects it still does not meet modern
requirements. The depth is insufficient, the front of
observation is narrow, the resolution is low, there is
no tying in of the objectives being observed, and there
Is a great dependence on light conditions. It was pointed
out at the conference that, when television is improved
as a means of observation and of video communications,

it will undoubtedly find wide Application.

Considerable attention at the conference was devoted
to analyzing the usefulness of the new VHF radio sets of
the R-125b and "Parus" types, the civilian type DGU-20 •
Loudspeakers, tape recorders and dictaphones, devices for
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reproducing textual and graphic combat documents,
addirg machineo, lacquered maps, sets of stamps and
dra:A.ng accessories, and some other devices used in
staff work. Testing these devices in the exercise
permts a more practical appromch to the solution of
the problem: which of them should be introduced into 	 •
the wcrk of the staffs, and which need further improvement.
There is no doubt that the Overwhelming majority of the
dr.vIces mentioned above will increase the efficiency of
troop control.

One of the main problems, which was the center of
attention of those taking part in the exercise and
conference,was the problem of the automation of fire 
control by missile troops are 'artillery with the help
of electronic computers (EVM) and signal •coding devices 
(SKU).

The preparation of data for laueching operational-
tactical missiles was carried out in 1 . 5 to 2 minutes on
the small EVM- which a miseUe battalioe has and which is
eaeily mounted on a GAZ-63 vehicle. Thus, the EVM did
the work of 16 highly qualifiel data-processing personnel,
who uouallj took 10-15 . m;nutes. At the same time, the
error!	 cn.are inevitatlF. in verbal calculation were
completel! ei1mLtte4.

Another, still more portable KM was used in a •
Separate artillery battalion of 130-mm guns for compu-
ting fire data and transmitting it to batteries. The
computing time was 2 to 4 seconds, and the entire
process ....'feeding in of coordinates, computation ana
transmission of data to the gun was 45 seconds. It
-has been established in practice that by comparison
with existing methods of computingt a tenfold saving of
time is achieved. This same EVM can be used in pree
paring data for launching tactical missiles, and .
with some further work it will be possible to employ
it with operational-tactical missile troops.

Both machines worked extremely well, and were
recognized as essential for the-support of staffs of
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miasile troops and artillery.

favorably recf,1ved was the experimert of
.a. irc a signal codin t: devIce designaYA for transmitting

it s!	 h mLs 7 ile bat.taIion. HoWev,::.., an
fe . - of	 rontrcl der..i::c is tr....• sp,offie

zn. ! ..f.r( )1 7 r. s.ighal jr: ti...: alr	 wh:ch ...:istinguishes it
baciwros,n: of ail ..,,:h...rradic-tochc.ical

• `• • f .. 1.	 • V.	 :• :	 1CFr.: •

.	 •	 Tr.....C.1.1t	 .	 1..ar eX7.
'I.0 . in cr1er to	 r Lc

te!	 . '	 r
f vp,.., of armE1	 arms of troops, and then the

system of mi.:elle troops ; : f2.1 not stand
out.

The exercise showel	 need•lat Jo
tre	 the •Skil in ' a missile iaT,etcr..
promises a still greater saving in 7
fire or missile weapons. in this cc- ,, 771ch
was made to build a fire control vehicli- for
battalfon, whose egalpment sho—f pref:raly
EVM, an ' SKU, an clectricall zonl"rs.Lled pah
th, r(ddir:ess of missiles foi

.I: %Se of

r w:trolling the
a 1.,h3pcsal
a massilt
fhclaie an

el	 zhowing
auxiliary

I	 !	 W	 . ';: .c.rer:C. •
in. It, , ?xe:if,.e Of	 ::al

for tyfnl. of missile launch.:	 itt.; ana artillery
firing positions, an• also of a system intended for
reconnoitering enemy radar stations. On the Whole, both
ref:et-led approval, even thouEh they haw some desi.;:,
defects.

order to ' reauce the time spent on working out
combat aocuments, set (standardized) forms were used by

•staffF :'or combat and reporting iccumentation which were
prepared by the Academy 1/n Frunze. it was presupposed.
that b y lhit, means it was possible toyedace by two to
three times the time taken in passing information. flow-
ever, in pra7.tice there war no•each savfng ih time, which
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evidently should be attributed to an insufficient
working out of the models for these documents. No one
objecl:ed in principle to the adoption of standardized
combat and reporting d0umentation, for automation of
troop control is not posslble w:thout this.

The exercise and the military-scientific .conference
were ver y tc,lpfll in solving protlems.of ptrftctihg the
methods and means of troop control. Many weak aspects
were revealed in the use of automation and mechanization
equipment.

Indeed, the overwhelming majority of the minor
automation, mechanization and Communications equipment
is not suitable for working while on tht move. Thus,
commanders and staffs are not assisted in the most
difficult conditions for troop control.-- on the march,
in a meeting combat, and in pursuit. A. the same time,
when staffs are in position, which 	 LhV. time when
troop control is generally facilitated, all these means
come into operation. Many spoke atout this contradiction.
at the conference. It muct be recc,rnized tnst the search
for new ansi grehtly imp!oved metho ' of control when carrying
out highly dynamic corb ,2T options hac•r:ot,yet been suc-
ctful. .	 .	 •

Tht mcst important task of 7.111 ,.ar .j . techn:cal thought
must be the soLation of the problem of ensuring the oper-.
atiOn of new means of control when commanders and staffis
are on the move and at brief halts.


